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Your Mission, Our Passion

Our clients continue to drive goShadow forward. Take a look at solutions and experiences, and download helpful information. Join, learn from and contribute to the goShadow community.




Blog
All the latest in patient experience, process improvement, and all things goShadow.




Case Studies
Read how goShadow has supported and accelerated our clients' results. Uncover how we can help your organization.




Tools
Download supplementary training materials, worksheets, and supporting documents to make shadowing a breeze.




FAQs
Your questions, our answers. See what solutions await.
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goShadow is more than just an app and reporting platform. Join our team of practicing healthcare professionals who saw the need for a real-time process mapping and improvement data collection tool.




Our Story
From Harvard to the Institute for Healthcare Improvement, our mission is driven by years of data-driven enhancement of value through patient care, outcomes, and experiences.




Our Partners
Discover how goShadow collaborates with organizations worldwide to accelerate clinical outcomes through experiencial excellence and co-design. 




In the News
Discover how goShadow collaborates with organizations worldwide to accelerate clinical outcomes through experiencial excellence and co-design. 

Sign Up for our Newsletter
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Even in times of crisis, stay in touch with what matters most to those who matter most.

As a commitment to our partners, healthcare organizations, employees and patients worldwide, goShadow is offering online surveying for patients and staff, along with organizational support, completely FREE.

Learn More




Sign up for the goShadow Newsletter!
Get news from goShadow, access to articles, offerings and tips and tricks.

First NameLast NameEmail AddressOrganizationBy submitting this form, you are consenting to receive marketing emails from: goShadow, 6425 Living Place Suite 200, Pittsburgh, PA 15206 http://www.goshadow.org. You can revoke your consent to receive emails at any time by using the SafeUnsubscribe® link, found at the bottom of every email.


Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.








Co-create a more inclusive culture with the voices that matter most.




Go to the International What Matters to You? Day 2021 Resource Center
Access the WMTY Conversation and Learning Toolkit + more! 


goShadow connects stories with data, using patient and employee voices as the springboard for change.
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Support and training to build skills and capacity.
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Shadowing and process improvement.
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Qualitative data analysis, survey design, and methods.
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FROM THE BLOG
Why Are Top Companies Providing Onsite Health Clinics?
Transforming the Joint Replacement Experience

Sign Up for our Newsletter







Follow the Shadowing Discussion
















